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1 General
Dear ladies and gentlemen,
The past year has shown more than ever that extraordinary events sometimes need
quick reactions. We want to stay abreast of this change and want to increasingly do this
differently in such a way that we will stop collecting improvements during the course of
the school year, and then publish them concentratedly in a new Untis version, but to
publish them as up-dates during the course of the school year.
Your benefit is clear: You do not need to wait for a year for urgently needed changes,
e.g. regarding statistics. You receive new and up-dated tools as soon as they are
completed and tested. This program expansion has not been described in the most
current version brochure of our most current Untis version, since it was implemented
(partially long) after printing the brochure.
This is why we describe all changes in this brochure, which have already been
implemented in Untis 2021.
New design of the context menu
The context menu was reviewed for Untis 2022. In the timetable mode, move your
mouse across your desktop background, click right to quickly open the following
windows:
•
master data
•
lesson
•
timetable
(The comments overview window could be accessed via the context menu even before
that.)
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The order of the windows equals the buttons in the ribbon on the “Start” tab and the
“Data” tab. Each top entry in the sub-menu equals the standard format, however, all
other entries shown in the sub-menu in the ribbon are also listed in this order.
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When you work in the Course scheduling module, or in the Student timetable module,
you will see the student windows, as well.
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Adjusting the drop-down menu
For quite some time, you have been able to adjust the width of the drop-down menus of
the master data and lesson windows in the <Settings>: just go to “Miscellaneous” –
“Customise” – “Width of the drop-down menus for master data and lessons” for
adjusting the width to the (short) names you are using.
In the past year, we generalised this for Untis 2021, and now you can also adjust the
drop-down menu of the “Term overview” window.
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2 Master data
In the past, we were often asked for the possibility to show the classes a teacher
teaches in the master data of the teacher, as well. This has now been implemented for
Untis 2022.

In the form view, the respective field was intentionally positioned on the "General" tab to
make this information available to all users, even for those who use the basic module
only.
In the field dialogue window, you can show or hide the field by clicking "Teaches
lessons".
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3 Diagnosis
We improved the diagnosis in the segments “Subject twice a day” and “Errors with
double periods”. Any violations against these categories are only shown in one
category, and if a double period is positioned over a “*-break”, it is listed, as well.
In the following example, there is a “*-break” in the main time grid between periods 2
and 3, which defines that “double periods (or blocks) must not span this break”.

Additionally, the class time grid of class 2a shows that from Thursday to Saturday the
first two periods are to be scheduled as double periods, however, periods 3 to 5 are to
be scheduled as single periods.

10 Diagnosis
The diagnosis, therefore, reports that in the timetable of class 2a below (among others)
the following errors occur:
· Single period in double period segment (due to single periods Th-1/2 and Fr-1/2)
· Double period in single period segment (due to double period (Fr-4/5)
· Unauthorised double period (due to Rel. double period Tue-2/3 over a *-break)
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4 Suggested swaps
Suggested swaps were reviewed for Untis 2022. Now, special cases such as swaps of
double periods to single periods are displayed correctly. We also paid attention that the
logics described in the Diagnosis segment are taken into account regarding suggested
swaps.
2 period swaps are usually indicated by curved arrows, beginning and ending at the
outlines of the respective timetable cell. At the beginning of the swap, colours used in
the timetable are deactivated for reasons of better visibility:

If you want to activate the colours, nevertheless, you can do this by clicking on the
respective button while the suggested swaps window is opened.
In the case of more complex swaps, we increasingly use straight arrows originating in
the centre of the timetable cell, also because of visibility reasons:

12 Suggested swaps

Totally new is the correct splitting of double period swaps into single periods. In the
example below, the double period on Mo-6/7 is swapped and split up into single periods
on Fr-4/5, which leads to a shift to Sa-1/2 and from there to Mo-6/7.
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5 (Line) Lesson groups and terms
Room allocations with line lesson groups
The room allocation dialogue window has been expanded, i.e. it supports the allocation
of rooms to couplings with line lesson groups. In the left part of the room allocation
dialogue window, there now is a column called: “Effective lesson group” (“eff. L-group“),
where coupling line-related entries are indicated in black in the “Line lesson group”.
Entries in the “Lesson group” field are displayed in grey.
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Terms
We facilitated the entry of dates in the grid of the term window by implementing “Date
pickers”.
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6 Substitution/Cover planning
6.1 Redesign of the “Settings” dialogue window
We redesigned the “Settings” window for substitution planning in order to make
orientation easier, in particular for Untis newbies. The relationship between “In-lieu”
substitutions and “Examinations” on the one hand, and “not-to-count” and “paid”
substitutions can now clearly be differentiated.
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6.2 Integration with WebUntis
Daily comments
We redesigned the list of daily comments in order to make data synchronisation with
WebUntis more transparent and more user-friendly.

Now, you can define in a separate column which daily comments you want to export to
WebUntis. Additionally, we adjusted the validity range of the daily texts to the format
used in WebUntis.
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Terminology
The term “additional supervision” was changed to “supervision” in some windows for
reasons of consistency with WebUntis.
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6.3 + substitute teacher
Ever since our DOS versions of Untis’ substitution planning (at that time still called “gp
Present”), an open substitution can be regulated by entering “+” without any explicit
statement of a substitute teacher.
This option is used often and frequently in the course system of the German advanced
levels, and the respective substitutions are indicated as one type of “Personal studies”.

Since we wanted this to be compatible with WebUntis, i.e. with online substitution
planning, we changed this behaviour for the 2021 version in such a way that a “+”
entered in the substitution column is automatically changed into the text: “Without
teacher”. The entry possibility up to now will remain, the new concept, however, allows
for choosing “Without teacher” from the list, as well.
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6.4 Deleting of events and absences
When deleting an event, the following prompt has been expanded by the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Event number
Classes involved
Teachers involved
Start and end date of the event
Start and end time of the event
Entered text (if applicable)
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The prompt showed when you want to undo cancellations, has also been expanded
appropriately:

Please note that in both cases, the option: "Apply the same answer to all identical
questions of the current selection" is shown as soon as more than one event or more
than one cancellation is selected.
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6.5 Overlapping of absences and events
It can happen in real life that a teacher who has been scheduled for a planned event for
a long time, needs to be replaced on short notice (e.g. due to illness).
Up to now, it has been difficult in this case to find the right event and to enter a
substitute teacher after you entered the absence, and confirmed deleting the teacher
from the event.
This is why, after printing this version brochure of Untis 2021 we implemented the
following:

In the example above, teacher Curie is scheduled for the event No. 2, which has been
planned for a long time. Teacher Curie falls ill and this is entered into the absence
window.

Untis now prompts, if teacher Curie is to be deleted from the event. Selecting <No>
keeps the teacher in the event although she is absent, this is why we select <Yes>.
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Untis confirms that teacher Curie was deleted from the event:

In the substitution window, the event is now shown with a "?". This means that a
teacher is missing and needs to be assigned.’

The "Teacher" field of the respective event is shown in red (and the usual "???" are
added) in order to make it easier for the substitution planner to find the event in the
event window.
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6.6 Substitution statement in HH:MM format
In the course of the past year, we expanded the substitution statement and added the
setting: “Count hours and minutes”.
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7 Lesson window
New window mode: School year overview
The development of the value calculation in Untis is in so far interesting that –
presuming that there is only one term per school year – first there was the request to
have a calculation of teacher deployment per term for school years with several terms.
This requirement was fully met in Untis 2021, and this version also showed the
respective average yearly value completely transparent. Since then, requests for an
easy-to-understand overview of the entire school year have increased, which means
that we are now back at focusing on the entire school year.
We, therefore, added the school year overview to the lesson window in order to meet
the requirements.

When activating the new mode, you are prompted which term you would like to add to
your overview. As soon as you confirm the pre-defined settings, all existing terms are
shown.
In the overview mode, every term holding a lesson will show a separate (lesson) line. At
the same time, a new column is shown in which the respective term is displayed
All features of the lesson window remain, except editing which is completely
deactivated in this mode. You can, for instance, sort the view primarily by lesson
numbers, and secondarily by terms (blue frames below).
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Additionally, you see at one glance that not all lessons exist in all terms (green frames),
and that not all lesson properties are the same in all terms (red frames).
Please note that the "Value=" column shows the term-related value of the respective
lesson in the respective term. The value in the "Yearly average" column is taken into
account just once for a possible sum per lesson.
Printing and page layout work the same way in the overview mode as you are used to
when you are working in the lesson window:

From the user’s point of view, the only difference is that in the overview mode, a
separate line is printed for every term in which a certain lesson exists.
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New print option: Combine lessons
At some schools, it is standard to print an overview of the scheduled lessons for the
teachers at the start of the school year. Some lessons, however, are split up between
several lesson numbers due to planning reasons, and teachers are then sometimes
confused.
This is why you now have a new option to combine lessons when printing the teacher
lessons, which becomes active as soon as the “Lessons of the element” box is
selected. This option combines lessons with the same class and the same subject in
one line. The number of weekly periods and the value of the lesson are added this way.
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Value calculation
The tool tips showing the calculation method in the lesson window are now also active
in the "Week" settings:
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8 Untis Express
Untis Express now has the following additional features, mainly to guarantee smooth
working of Untis Express with WebUntis Cover scheduling.
Time grid with period zero
Period numbering in Untis Express can be set to start with period zero.

Class teacher

Master data of the classes were expanded by the Class teacher field. This could be
important for connecting to a third system.

Terms
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The <Terms> feature is now available for all users of Untis Express. Up to now, it was
only active when you also had the “Cover scheduling Express” module.
Untis Express: The <Terms> feature is also active without the “Cover scheduling”
module.

Break supervision
Break supervision is now also available to all Untis Express’ users. This feature has
been connected to our “Cover scheduling Express” module up to now.
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9 Untis with WebUntis
New design of WebUntis Import/Export dialogue window (Untis21, as well)
While working on Untis Unity, we also redesigned the WebUntis “Import/Export”
dialogue window. The most important new features for existing Untis users are that
features and settings of the WebUntis playground have been placed to its own tab.
(The Unity specific features are now on a separate tab.)

The tabs are only visible, when the respective features in WebUntis are available. If you
activate a playground in WebUntis, for instance, Untis recognises it automatically and
offers you all existing connection(s).
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The date relevant for the import or export is clearly stated, and the dates which can be
regulated by the adjustable date field are indicated by *.
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The <Settings> where you enter the server of your WebUntis instance, for instance,
have also been redesigned. This facilitates entering server data, and prevents errors.
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Lesson synchronisation with WebUntis
In response to many requests, we created an option providing you with the possibility to
select freely, if lessons with the same subject/class combination but without a student
group are to be combined to one lesson in WebUntis, as synchronisation has been
working since Untis 2018, or if it is shown in separate lessons, as it was the case up to
and including Untis 2017.

Warning!
If you are not sure what the consequences of this option are, keep the basic settings, or
ask your Untis consultant, if necessary.
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Example:
In class 1c, two (separate) lessons of the subject: SWIM (swimming) are scheduled
without a student group.

With the (default) setting (above), these two lessons in WebUntis and in Untis 2021 are
combined to one lesson.

With the new setting possibilities, two separate lessons are created in WebUntis as you
have had it up to and including Untis 2017.
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Warning!
This option must only be changed, if you have not exported a lesson yet for the
respective WebUntis school year for which you are working on your Untis file (=school
year in MultiUser). Otherwise, you will irrevocably delete already entered class
register data, teaching content, grades and other school year-specific data in
WebUntis. This is why the option cannot be changed any more as soon as more than
one term has been created.

Do not export holidays as master data
At some universities it is standard that individual departments have different start and
end times for holidays.
If these departments export their data from separate Untis instances (for example,
different clients in a MultiUser system) in one joint WebUntis instance, the client
exporting data last overwrites all start and end times exported before to WebUntis.
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This is the reason why as of Untis 2021.6.0, you have the option to not export holidays
as master data:

Therefore, holidays can be entered centrally in WebUntis, a master data export from
Untis does not overwrite any entries in WebUntis, however, an interruption of the lesson
due to holidays is still absolutely correctly exported from Untis to WebUntis, and is
adequately displayed there.
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Sending SMS/text messages via WebUntis
Over the past years, sending text messages (SMS) via WebUntis decreased and has
among others been replaced by sending messages in WebUntis, via Untis Messenger
and push messages. We took this development into account and have, therefore,
terminated the support of sending text messages (SMS) via WebUntis with Untis
2021.9.0. We also deleted the respective features in Untis.
Import of bookings
"Value" and "Statistical code" of a booking are now also imported to Untis provided that
you activated both fields in the booking format you use.
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Therefore, the teachers can use these values for the bookings:

When importing the bookings to Untis, the administrator can check the values:

This process is used, for instance, in Austrian vocational schools for agriculture and
forestry, whenever lessons are held spontaneously, and therefore teachers need to
enter when they gave which lecture.
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9.1 Student groups
Student groups are of crucial significance for the synchronisation of lessons between
Untis and WebUntis. Lessons which were split in several individual lessons with
different lesson numbers due to scheduling reasons are re-merged to one lesson based
on the same student group (or to be more precise: based on the same class-subject
combination or the same student group).
We added a series of useful features to the student group window in Untis 2022.
Additional columns in the student group window
Untis 2022 has 3 additional columns in the student group window:
• L-No.: In this column the numbers of the lessons are shown, in which the respective
student group is used in the currently active term.
• Used in term: All terms are shown, in which the respective student group is used. The
individual terms are consecutively numbered, starting with 1.
• Subst.no.: In this column, all substitution numbers (across the entire school year) are
shown, in which the student group is used.

Delete unused student groups in a student group window
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If you delete a lesson which contains a student group, it is not automatically removed
from the list in the "Student group" window. We added the feature: <Delete unused
student groups> to the window in order to delete such obsolete student groups.

Field dialogue window in the student group window
So far, the field dialogue window could only be accessed via the context menu. Untis
2022 has the respective button in the toolbar.
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New school year
The possibility to delete student groups is now also available in the <New school year>
window. You have the option to choose whether you delete only those student groups
which are not used, or all student groups.

When you select the latter option (Delete all student groups), the student group field in
your Untis data will be emptied for all lessons. This becomes necessary, when your
lesson data is synchronised via student groups with the administration system of a
third-party provider, such as E360, and if the student groups are imported from this
system at the start of the school year.
Assistance when entering couplings
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If you enter the same subject-class(es) combination for a coupling in different coupling
lines, Untis 2022 supports you in correctly entering student groups for team teaching or
split group lessons.
Example
You enter in a coupling the combination English 1c in two lines. When you confirm,
Untis prompts you with the following:
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Now you can choose from 3 options.
Option 1: Split groups

In this case, Untis automatically enters different student groups in two coupling lines:
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The respective note is shown at the side of the window.

This is what the result looks like in WebUntis:
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Option 2: Team teaching

In this case, Untis enters the same student group in both coupling lines, and this leads
to merging these lesson lines in WebUntis to one lesson in any case.
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In this case, a note is shown at the right side of the window explaining what will be done
and why:

This is what the result looks like in WebUntis:
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Option 3: Do not enter student groups
If you select this option, no data are automatically entered, as you have been used to
from Untis 2021. In this case, the option: “Lesson synchronisation with WebUntis”
controls the display of lessons in WebUntis, which was explained in the last segment.
If you select the option: "Don‘t show this message again", the selection you chose last
will be saved, and will be applied to all similar cases. If you want to activate this window
once again, go to <Settings>, "Warnings and tips".
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10 Interfaces & statistics
ASV-BW
Die Schülernummer wurde für die ASV-BW auf 64 Stellen erweitert..
Bayern-ASV
Die Kürzungsgründe für die Bayern-ASV wurde entsprechend der Vorgaben des
Kultusministeriums angepasst und der Import um die Option "Bestehende Unterrichte
löschen" erweitert.

Des Weiteren wurde der Export der Unterrichte, speziell der Export der Beginn- und
Endzeiten der Unterrichte, an die Vorgaben des Kultusministeriums angepasst, so dass
nun unabhängig von der aktiven Periode alle Unterrichte des Schuljahres exportiert
werden.
Zu diesem Zweck wird beim Aufruf des Exports in Untis auch automatisch die erste
Periode des Schuljahres ausgewählt.
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Berliner Ausfallstatistik
Die Berliner Ausfall-Statistik wurde um die Möglichkeit der Ausgabe als Textfile für den
Upload in das Portal der Senatsschulverwaltung erweitert.
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edoo.sys
Um die Integration mit der Verwaltungssoftware edoo.sys zu verbessern wurden die
Felder Sollstunden und Solländerung kopplungszeilenweise editierbar gemacht.
Gleichzeitig wurde die Liste der Anrechnungsgründe auf den aktuellen Stand gebracht.
EduCase
Benutzer des Schulverwaltungssystems EduCase können nun in den <Einstellungen>
des WebUntis Import/Export-Dialogs auch den Import der Stammdaten und Unterrichte
aus WebUntis aktivieren.
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KMD Studica
Untis unterstützt seit der Version 2021.4.0 eine bidirektionale Schnittstelle zum
Schulverwaltungsprogramm KMD Studica.

Ludus
Mit Untis 2021.6.0 wurde eine bidirektionale Schnittstelle für das
Schulverwaltungsprogramm Ludus zur Verfügung gestellt.
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PES Statistik
Um dem § 73 Abs. 2 des Landesbeamtengesetz (LBG) und der
Landesmehrarbeitsvergütungsverordnung (LMVergVO) des Landes Rheinland-Pfalz zu
entsprechen, wurde für Schulen in Rheinland-Pfalz eine Eingabemöglichkeit für das
Regelstundenmaß geschaffen.
Benötigt wird das Regelstundenmaß für die Berechnung des sogenannten
Schwellenwerts, ab dem Mehrarbeit „verrechenbar“ wird.
Dieser Schwellenwert wurde der besseren Übersicht halber auch dem Bericht
Monatszähler hinzugefügt, der den betroffenen Schulen in Rheinland-Pfalz zur
Verfügung steht.
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Der weiße Hintergrund in den einzelnen Monaten bedeutet dabei, dass der
Schwellenwert nicht erreicht wurde, gelb wird der Hintergrund beim Erreichen und rot
beim Überschreiten des Schwellenwerts.

Nähere Informationen zur PES-Statistik erhalten Sie von unserem Partner in
Rheinland-Pfalz, Lander Software (info@lander-sw.de).
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Sachsen-Anhalt: Lehrerwochenarbeit
Sachsen-Anhalt: Der Bericht Lehrerwochenarbeit wurde um die aktuellen behördlichen
Anforderungen erweitert. Eine detaillierte Handreichung für die dafür erforderliche
Dateneingabe erhalten Sie von unserem für Sachsen-Anhalt zuständigen Partner, Untis
NDS: https://www.untis.at/partner/niedersachsen, support@untis-niedersachsen.de.
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11 Crash dumps & quality monitoring
Stability is of high priority for us. We, therefore, try to continuously improve Untis’
quality.
Crash dumps

For some time now, every time Untis crashes, a window has been shown, asking you to
sending your data in the form of a crash dump, and to, therefore, support us in
analysing and correcting weaknesses of Untis. These crash dumps including support
data have been sent by default in the 2021.0.0 version, which lead to problems in some
cases, because the file attached was too large for the mailing system of the school.
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This is why we introduced an option in the <Settings>, in the “Logging and crash
reporting” after Untis 2021 was first published, which prevents that crash dumps are
automatically integrated into the support data.

We would like to ask you to activate both options whenever possible for you.
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Quality monitoring
Untis quality monitoring is another project which is meant to help us to further improve
Untis.
This feature which was finalised after the first printing edition of the version brochure
2021, transfers various data for quality assurance to Untis GmbH, every time when
Untis is closed and whenever there is an internet connection.
Included in this data are the replies to the following questions:
•
Did you close Untis on purpose or unintentionally? (in other words: Did Untis
crash?)
•
For how long did the Untis session last? (in seconds)
•
Which Untis version did you use? (e.g. UN2021.2.0)
•
Which system architecture did you use? (x86, x64)
•
Which language did you use in Untis?
•
Which Untis modules are active?
•
Which country is defined?
Neither person-related data nor data which can be traced back to your school are
transmitted. You also can deactivate the transmission of such quality assuring data: Go
to <Settings> in the “Logging and crash reporting” segment.
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12 The new .untis file format
Over the past years, we have been faced with the requirement that regional, often even
state-specific data shall be saved together with the timetable data. Very often, this data
is necessary for a smooth synchronisation with administrative, statistical or accounting
systems. At the same time, working on Unity showed that the more than 20-year-old
gpn format makes development sometimes difficult due to the same reasons.
This is why we developed the new *.untis file format, which has advantages compared
to the old format, in particular when saving additional (regional) data, and it also has the
advantage that files in *.untis format can be sent via e-mail unhesitatingly, since any
(person-related) data cannot be read in clear text any more.
The change to the new data format is fully automatic. If your country or state is already
saving data in the new format, Untis 2022 unsolicited creates a safety file in the old gpn
format and continues saving your data in the new format. At the same time, as Untis
2022 is published, an up-date of Untis 2021 is published, which is also capable of
reading Untis 2021 *.untis files.

The "Open file" dialogue window provides you with *.untis files, as well and by default:
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Back-up files (<CTRL>-<SHIFT>-B) are also saved in the new file format, however, in
general, nothing will change for you regarding your daily work with Untis files.
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13 Miscellaneous
MultiUser
Since the <Merge in database> feature was not used much and often caused problems,
it was deleted from Untis 2022. From now on, you can use <Save in database...>
instead.

Installation
You need administrator rights for the installation of Untis 2022. As of Untis 2022, any
demo files are saved in the directory: %public%\Documents\Untis.

